
CIRCA E-Board Meeting Minutes 

Date: October 12th, 2020 

Time: 9-10:30 PM EST 

Location: Zoom 
 
 

I. Attendance: Anna, Katie, Katy, Rose, Alex, Mwan, Janine, Silas, Gabe, Raya, Owen, 

Olivia, Rachel 

II. Branch Updates! 

A. CMUNNY - Wrapping everything up 

B. CESIMS - Extended deadline of secretariat app, first teaching session next 

week 

C. CMUNCE - Past the goal for registration, capping at 500 because of deal 

with Gatherly 

D. TT - Met with NY head dels to plan join simulation, November 1st, 10 AM, 

registered for HallMun, looking for help staffing the Cim 

E. CPR - No major updates 

F. CAFA - First event new Wednesday about Armenian-Azerbaijan conflict 

G. SM Board - Event this Thurs, event next wednesday, event October 28th 

H. Design Chair - SHS posted their kick off, no information on donation 

numbers from them yet 

I. President - Met with Avi from OMA about our training, he said it sounds 

good but asked for actual attendance - over 20 please - date has not been 

set yet 

1. Though we requested for OMA trainings for every branch, they’re 

getting a ton of requests - he recommended we go to Rooted instead 

for the branches because they can really customize programming 

2. Voting link is up for the amendment for DEI - might be up for 2 

weeks? PLEASE ANNOUNCE THIS AT YOUR BRANCHES - Ask 

them to read it first and then vote 

3. Matching campaign! CIRCA is giving $7,000 overall, but we are 

asking for $3,500 matching - ADVERTISE TO YOUR BRANCHES 

4. Next week’s eboard meeting is checking in on the anti-racism work 

and how that’s going. Please revisit. Use the documents from the 

eboard drive from USL about how to be a good anti-racist group 

III. CMUNNY CANDIDATE DELIBERATIONS 

A. New SG - Rowan, New DG - Anna 


